ADDENDUM #2
MAY 18, 2018
PARKS PLAYGROUNDS
ITB# 005/18/MR
TO:

ALL PLAN HOLDERS

This Addendum No. 2 to the Contract Documents for City of Winter Springs project "Parks
Playgrounds" is hereby declared a part of the Contract Documents dated May 2018, and
in the case of conflict, the following Addendum No. 2 shall govern. Bidders shall
acknowledge receipt of this Addendum #2 on the Bid Form.
QUESTIONS:
Torcaso Park. I see the swings will be using the area where the swings are located now.
Are you looking to fill in that entire area including replacing the swings? Or is there
another area you want to utilize as well? You can use that area if desired, along with
any close surrounding area around splash pad and open green space.
Will the fence at Trotwood Park where the 2-5 year old play area is located be removed
and reconfigured to the new playground layout or should we go off those
measurements? It would be nice if it could be uniform to fit the equipment in better for a
good flow. Fence can be removed or reconfigured based on designs.
I understand the city will demo the existing structures. Will the city also demo and
remove the pour in place rubber and concrete pad as well? Pour in place & concrete will
be removed by the City.
Does the city have any site plans/surveys with the existing footprints of the equipment
on file that we can obtain? I will look and post on website if we do.
Is the fencing at the current 2-5 play area at Trotwood Park staying or being removed?
It can be removed or reconfigured to fit design. It can also stay if that works in design.

Is the 50% price judged on the amount of equipment proposed for the budget amount or
how far below the bid is under the budget amount? 50% of evaluation scoring is based
on the bid in its entirety.
Appendix A Scope of work, Shade Structures Scope of services section item 5, are site
plans available for each park for permitting purposes? Yes, park site plans are on link
below.
Appendix A Scope of work, Shade Structures Scope of services section item 7. Please
provide “shade Structure Material Specifications” by Superior Shade. The word
“enclosed” should not be there, sorry. Bidders are responsible for obtaining spec.
Is a bond required? No
Central Winds existing 2-5 area has a light pole in playground area, will it remain? No
Will the City remove the foundations of the playgrounds and shade structures with
removal of the equipment? Yes
Is the existing playground mulch being removed by the City? No, new mulch will be
added on top to meet standards.
Is backfilling against the new boarder required? Yes
Would the city prefer a large free standing shade that covers the entire playground, or
shade hats that are connected to the playground like a large roof (integrated)? Shade
can be hats or entire area, that’s up to you and your design.
My installer wants to know how you plan on removing the existing structures. Removal
will include all footers and concrete, equipment, poles, etc…
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